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About This Game

The city is your playground! Nothing will stop you on your freestyle trials bike. Use the urban landscape to pull spectacular
tricks - backflips, 360s, wallrides, ollies, and more.

Customize your bike to boost your performance in Time Attack or Stunt mode. Choose between speed and style, developing
your own unique riding style.

Challenge the best riders in Ghost Mode.

The variety and elaborate design of the different backdrops will keep you coming back for hours on end, to achieve a perfect
run and knock the top riders off the leaderboard.

Key Features

Impressive levels set in 5 unique environments

Various game modes: Stunt, Time Attack, Challenges

Bike and rider customization

Advanced physics & dynamic animations

More than 140 online leaderboards & Ghost mode
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Title: Urban Trial Freestyle
Genre: Action, Racing, Simulation, Sports
Developer:
Tate Multimedia
Publisher:
Tate Multimedia
Release Date: 18 Sep, 2013

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP2, Vista, 7, 8

Processor: Intel Core®2 Duo or AMD Athlon 64

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce 8800 or AMD Radeon HD 4650 with 512 MB video memory

Storage: 1 GB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Polish,Russian
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urban trial freestyle pc game free download. urban trial freestyle gépigény. urban trial freestyle 3ds cia. urban trial freestyle pc
trainer. urban trial freestyle youtube. telecharger urban trial freestyle pc. urban trial freestyle download pc free. urban trial
freestyle ios. urban trial freestyle ps vita amazon. urban trial freestyle all money bag locations. urban trial freestyle vita review.
urban trial freestyle steam. urban trial freestyle sur tablette. urban trial freestyle 2 wikipedia. urban trial freestyle vita攻略. urban
trial freestyle eng. urban trial freestyle pc review. urban trial freestyle vita trophy guide. urban trial freestyle cheats ps3. urban
trial freestyle cheat codes ps3. urban trial freestyle demo. urban trial freestyle download pc. urban trial freestyle soluce. urban
trial freestyle crack. urban trial freestyle skidrow

A poor man's Ubisoft Trials Evolution. But its kinda fun and challenging.. I like this kind of game since the miniclip.com days
but it gets annoying when it comes to the lifts and bumpers. it acts all cool from the hip but throws in something stupid to seem
challenging when just stupid.
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